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This book sheds light on the legal consequences that peremptory norms have, for instance, in the law of
treaties, international responsibility and state immunity. Unlike their substance or identification, the
consequences of peremptory norms have remained under-studied.
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law from which concepts of jus cogens are drawn; I continue with consideration of the development of the
concept of jus cogens both theoretically and legally up to and including an analysis of the debates during the
Vienna Conference and the subsequent promulgation of the Vienna Convention.
INTERNATIONAL PEREMPTORY NORMS (JUS COGENS) AND
Legal Consequences of Peremptory Norms in International Law; Legal Consequences of Peremptory Norms
in International Law. Get the book. Authors / Editors: Daniel Costelloe. ... Locating India in the Contemporary
International Legal Order: The Crime of Aggression, Humanity, and the Soldier: Paradigms of International
Human Rights Law: View More >>
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existence of peremptory international law to its logical consequence, it will carry too far: most actors on the
international arena will consider the effects unacceptable. Using as
The Effect of Norms: Whoever Opened Pandoraâ€™s Box, Did You
This book sheds new light on the legal consequences that peremptory norms have, for instance, in the law of
treaties, international responsibility and state immunity. Unlike their substance or identification, the
consequences of peremptory norms have remained under-studied.
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deny the said legal consequences as to provide alternative explanations that will eventually lead to the same
or similar consequences. II. Original Consequence: Nullity of a Treaty Conï¬‚icting with a Peremptory Norm A
peremptory norm under Article 53 has at least three characteristics or component elements.
A brief note on the legal effects of jus cogens in
When is a norm peremptory? This is a question that has troubled legal scholars throughout the development
of modern international law. In this work, Daniel Costelloe suggests - through an examination of State
practice and international materials - that it is the legal consequences of a norm which distinguish it as
peremptory.
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under peremptory norms of general international law can attract additional consequences, not only for the
responsible State but for all other States Secondly, all States are entitled to invoke responsibility for breaches
of obligations to the international community as a
Commentary - Office of Legal Affairs
Derogation from peremptory norms can be attempted in a wide variety of situations, but if peremptory norms
are to operate as norms and not merely as aspirations, they must generate consequences that are also
peremptory. This effects-oriented character of peremptory norms is examined in a variety of fields.
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Peremptory Norms in International Law - Oxford Scholarship
Art 71 combines the special legal consequences of the invalidity of a treaty which has been in conflict with a
peremptory norm of general international law from its very beginning (â†’ Art 53), and those of the invalidity of
a treaty which has become incompatible with a new peremptory norm of general international law (â†’ Art 64).
Article 71. Consequences of the invalidity of a treaty
Peremptory norms and their legal consequences as a feature of general international law -- Legal
consequences for treaties -- Peremptory norms outside the Vienna Convention : treaties of questionable
validity by reason of their content -- Legal consequences for Security Council resolutions -- Legal
consequences for certain unilateral acts -- Legal consequences in the law of international ...
Legal consequences of peremptory norms in international
Stating that specific obligations of the responsible States are largely ... serious breach of peremptory norms
"entails the legal consequences stipulated for all breaches in chapters I and II of Part Two." ... in the sense of
article 40 give rise to legal consequences which go beyond a reparational, remedial purpose, i.e. which are
not ...
THE BREACH OF OBLIGATIONS UNDER PEREMPTORY NORMS OF
QUESTIONING THE PEREMPTORY STATUS OF THE PROHIBITION OF THE USE OF FORCE James A.
Green* ... â€œhigherâ€• norms within the international legal system. The desirability of peremptory norms,
and, indeed, their very existence, has been ques- ... tioned in the literature.8 However, it is not the aim here
to debate the 7. Legal Consequences of the ...
QUESTIONING THE PEREMPTORY STATUS OF THE PROHIBITION OF
This chapter addresses the impact of jus cogens in the law of treaties. It examines the most classical or
traditional case of the invalidity of treaties under Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties. It also examines the practical impact of jus cogens not directly mentioned in, but structurally
admitted by, the Vienna Convention: interpretation of treaties, reservations ...
Effect of Jus Cogens in the Law of Treaties - Oxford
Peremptory norms are often regarded as the only true instances of hierarchy in in- ternational law. Many legal
arguments derive particular consequences from he special status t
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